6 July 2018
Dear Parents/Carers,
Year 3 Science Dome Workshop – Friday 14 September 2018
When we return to school in September to fit in with our theme of 'A long, long time ago', we will be
having a visit from the Science Dome on Friday 14 September. The visit will focus on dinosaurs and
link specifically to elements of our science curriculum relating to rocks and fossils.
The children will see pictures of early earth landscapes and the programme gives an interactive
introduction to dinosaurs and talks about the fossils on the UK's Jurassic coast. A giant 180 degree
projector is used to walk through a dinosaur landscape. The show includes dinosaur pictures in 3D
using 3D glasses and also real dinosaur fossils to hold and examine.
The visit will be an exciting start to our theme and we are sure the children will find it both fun and
interesting.
You are invited to make a voluntary contribution of £5.11 to cover the cost to the school of your
son/daughter taking part in the workshop described in the information set out above. We confirm
that the voluntary contribution represents our estimate of the costs of providing this activity shared
equally amongst all pupils. As the resources of the school are limited, the proposed event will not
take place if there are insufficient voluntary contributions to cover the cost of the trip. If you would
like to pay and are currently experiencing financial difficulties please come and discuss the trip and
payment with Mrs Druce as there is always a solution and absolute confidentiality is assured.
If you would like your child to take part in this workshop, you will need to log into Tucasi and go to the
trip section, tick the permission box and pay the voluntary contribution of £5.11 by Friday 7
September or as soon as possible. If you have any problems using the online payment system Tucasi,
please contact the office.
Kind regards,
Mrs N Thorpe
Principal School Secretary
info@stamford-green.surrey.sch.uk
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